
Aptera Ancient Theatre & Koules Ag. Triada & Chania Town

Chania

Free to 
Choose

Tour Starts 
at your 

convenience

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS
.

Visit the restored theatre of Ancient Aptera
Visit the Fortress of Koules of Aptera
Visit the Monastery of Agia Triada
Wander around the old town of Chania
Feel the connection between Greek religion & history
Taste local Monastery wine

INCLUDED
.

Pick-up/Drop-Off
Professional Chauffeur
Air-Conditioned Luxury Vehicles
Full Liability Insurance

Half Day 
(5-6 Hours)

Free
WI-FI
In Bus

VIP PRIVATE TOUR 6 (Religion & History)

CULTURE & HERITAGE VIP PRIVATE TOUR 6

PHOTO GALLERY

Indicative Time-Table
09:30 Pick up
10:15 Arrival at Ancient Aptera theater
11:00 Departure for Koules Fortress
11:05 Arrival at Koules
Breathtaking view for Photos
11:20 Departure for Agia Triada Monastery
12:00 Arrival at Agia Triada
13:00 Departure for Chania Town
13:30 Arrival at Chania Town (free time)
15:00 Departure from Chania Town
15:30 Arrival at your Hotel

REMEMBER TO BRING!
Sun Cream (a lot!)    Sunglasses and Hat   Long-Sleeved Shirt for Sensitive skin  

The theatre always played an important role in the public life of the ancient cities. In
ancient Aptera the theatre is built at the southernmost side of the site, looking
towards the White Mountains (in Greek: Lefka Ori). The orchestra is one of
the smallest ones with a radius of 5.45m, which suggests that it was intended for
musical and theatrical performances.

Koules fortress is located 12km east of Chania, on the relics of ancient Aptera. The
fortress was built by the Turks after the Cretan revolution in 1866, during the effort to
control Crete again through a net of fortification works. The purpose of its location
was to control the Apokoronas valley where used to be the passage to Chania. Along
with the other Koule fortresses the Turks built it was also controlling the Souda port as
well as supporting the Ingedin fortress.

Agia Triada & Chania Town

The Monastery of Agia Triada has a distinctive with Doric columns, but the elements of Renaissance architecture remind us that
the monastery was built by the Cretan monks Ieremias and Lavrentios, of the Venetian Orthodox Tzagarolos family. Tzagarolon
Monastery is a Patriarchal - Stavropegiac monastery. It is now one of the most important monasteries in Crete, with huge influence on
education in the island. The historical Monastery Agia Triada of Jagarolon, famous for its traditions and selected vineyards produces this
renowned excellent wine of the Monastery.

Due to the long history and rich culture, the region of Chania keeps evident its traditional architecture. A walk in the Old Town with the
intense Medieval architecture is a walk back in time. The Venetian port of Chania Town is the most characteristic spot of western Crete.
Holidays in Chania combine relaxation in amazing beaches, historical visits and experience of authentic life.

Tip: In order to get the maximum of the excursion, on official guide is highly recommended.

Aptera Theatre & Koules Fortress

NOT INCLUDED:
a) Official Guide, b) Entrance fees and c) Lunch during the excursion




